
FORGET ME NOT
Estate Blend

ABOUT THE WINE

VARIETAL:

APPELLATION:

VINEYARD DESIGNATION:

ALCOHOL %:

BOTTLE SIZE:

Red

Contra Costa County

Campos Family Vineyards

14.7

750ml

Campos Family Vineyards has been creating exceptional wines that capture 
the best characteristics of Contra Costa County for more than ten years. 
Our vineyard’s premiere location by the California Delta produces rustic, 
earthy, and leathery styles of red wine. We prioritize quality and attention 
to detail - and our wines reflect that. 

Like a family, a vineyard is at its best when firmly rooted, well-tended, and 
blended with love. With all of the charm of Napa tucked away close to 
home, Campos Family Vineyards is a hidden gem. Enjoy the splendor of our 
unique destination with 44 acres of striking landscape and glorious sunsets.

We believe in the power of wine to bring families and communities together 
to create lifelong memories. We're honored to be part of your story.

Forget Me Not certainly lives up to its name: it’s a wine that’s guaranteed to 
leave a lasting impression. This red blend is predominately Mourvedre, a 
tannic, robust varietal from Spain that isn't as common as we think it should 
be. The flavor profile is complex, opening beautifully with notes of tart 
cherry, plum, and earthiness, exploding with dark fruit, and finishing nicely 
with a bit of pepper. You'll love this one if you typically reach for cabernet 
sauvignon because it has all the best qualities of a full-bodied, fruit-forward 
red, but with a unique flavor profile that will leave you wanting more. We 
produce less than two hundred cases of Forget Me Not annually, making it 
one of our most exclusive bottles.

We created this wine in honor of Sylvia, the mother of one of our sta�, who 
was diagnosed with dementia. Just three short years after her diagnosis, she 
struggles to keep her balance and cannot carry out simple tasks (like pouring 
her own glass of wine) that most of us take for granted. The long sunset 
design on this bottle represents the disease's slow, devastating progression. A 
portion of Forget Me Not sales is donated to causes working to cure 
Alzheimer's and Dementia-related diseases.

PAIRING

This blend has more flexibility with food pairings than most, but we think 
it would taste best alongside spaghetti with homemade mushroom 
marinara sauce.
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